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a b s t r a c t

Motor resonance is the modulation of M1 corticospinal excitability induced by observation

of others' actions. Recent brain imaging studies have revealed that viewing videos of

grasping actions led to a differential activation of the ventral premotor cortex depending

on whether the entire person is viewed versus only their disembodied hand. Here we used

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to examine motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in the

first dorsal interosseous (FDI) and abductor digiti minimi (ADM) during observation of

videos or static images in which a whole person or merely the hand was seen reaching and

grasping a peanut (precision grip) or an apple (whole hand grasp). Participants were pre-

sented with six visual conditions in which visual stimuli (video vs static image), view

(whole person vs hand) and grasp (precision grip vs whole hand grasp) were varied in a

2 � 2 � 2 factorial design. Observing videos, but not static images, of a hand grasping

different objects resulted in a grasp-specific interaction, such that FDI and ADM MEPs were

differentially modulated depending on the type of grasp being observed (precision grip

vs whole hand grasp). This interaction was present when observing the hand acting, but

not when observing the whole person acting. Additional experiments revealed that these

results were unlikely to be due to the relative size of the hand being observed. Our results

suggest that observation of videos rather than static images is critical for motor resonance.

Importantly, observing the whole person performing the action abolished the grasp-

specific effect, which could be due to a variety of PMv inputs converging on M1.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

When reaching to grasp an object, we have an exquisite ability

to precisely shape our hand according to the object's three-

dimensional structure. Such skilled hand movements

require the brain to perform a complex transformation of the

object's visual properties into a grasp-specific motor com-

mand acting on the hand muscles. Several lines of evidence

implicate a cortical grasping circuit in this visuomotor trans-

formation, including the anterior intraparietal area (AIP),

ventral premotor cortex (PMv) and primary motor cortex (M1)

(Davare, Kraskov, Rothwell, & Lemon, 2011; Davare, Rothwell,

& Lemon, 2010; Janssen& Scherberger, 2015; Jeannerod, Arbib,

Rizzolatti, & Sakata, 1995; Murata, Gallese, Luppino, Kaseda,&

Sakata, 2000; Nelissen & Vanduffel, 2011). Typically, when the

object geometry requires either a precision grip (PG) or whole

hand grasp (WHG), the excitability of cortical muscle repre-

sentations increases in a grasp-specific fashion. This was first

unveiled by probing excitability changes during grasping

preparation and execution in intracortical circuits (late I-wave

pathways) within M1 (Cattaneo et al., 2005), which probably

reflected corticoecortical interactions between PMv and M1

(Davare, Lemon, & Olivier, 2008; Davare, Montague, Olivier,

Rothwell, & Lemon, 2009).

Selective activation of the motor system is not only critical

for performing actions, but can also be detected when the

individual passively looks at an action being performed by

another. Indeed, action observation modulates motor evoked

potentials (MEPs), elicited by transcranial magnetic stimula-

tion (TMS) of M1, in muscles that human observers recruit

during the actual performance of the same action (Alaerts,

Senot, et al., 2010; Fadiga, Fogassi, Pavesi, & Rizzolatti, 1995;

Mc Cabe, Villalta, Saunier, Grafton, & Della-Maggiore, 2015;

Urgesi, Candidi, Fabbro, Romani, & Aglioti, 2006), a phenom-

enon known as motor resonance. This resonance has been

proposed to result from the human mirror system, supposed

to include homologues of areas F5 and AIP, housing mirror

neurons in monkeys (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti,

1996; Maeda, Ishida, Nakajima, Inase, & Murata, 2015;

Nelissen et al., 2011; Pani, Theys, Romero, & Janssen, 2014).

Since no direct recording has so far been obtained from

these regions in humans for technical reasons (Mukamel,

Ekstrom, Kaplan, Iacoboni, & Fried, 2010), the similarity be-

tweenmotor resonance and excitability changes in M1 during

action preparation and execution have been cited as evidence

in favour of the existence of mirror neurons in humans

(Fadiga et al., 1995). While a number of reports have suggested

similar changes in M1 excitability during both action obser-

vation and execution (Cattaneo, Caruana, Jezzini, & Rizzolatti,

2009; Fadiga, Craighero, & Olivier, 2005; Senot et al., 2011), to

date, only muscle-specific resonance has been reported

(Catmur, Walsh, & Heyes, 2007; Cavallo, Becchio, Sartori,

Bucchioni, & Castiello, 2012; Mc Cabe et al., 2015; Strafella &

Paus, 2000; Urgesi et al., 2006).

Since motor resonance supposedly depends on premotor

inputs to M1, an additional condition to be met by motor

resonance is to reflect the properties of these inputs. It has

been shown that static images of an action, because they may

implymotion, increaseM1 excitability (Urgesi et al., 2006). Yet,
recently a study showed that the human homologues of F5

subsectors respond more to action videos than static images,

even those taken close to the moment of contact (Ferri et al.,

2015). Hence, one can predict that motor resonance should

not only be grasp-specific but this pattern should be clearer for

action videos rather than static frames taken from the video.

Finally, the latter study (Ferri et al., 2015) has also shown that

different parts of PMv [i.e., putative human area F5a (phF5a),

phF5p and phF5c] react differentially to action videos

depending on the visibility of the actor being observed. That is,

phF5c was active when the actor was fully visible to the

observer but not when only the hand was visible, leaving the

other subsectors of PMv to transmit visuomotor information

about the latter (hand only) condition. Hence, bymanipulating

visibility of the observer, we can effectively activate or deac-

tivate the output of phF5c in order to test how phF5c con-

tributes to motor resonance. Therefore, we manipulated four

factors (3 visual and 1 muscle) in the first TMS experiment:

muscle [first dorsal interosseous (FDI) and abductor digiti

minimi (ADM)] and grasp (precision grip and whole hand

grasp) to document the grasp specificity, type of visual stim-

ulus (video vs static image) and view (with whole actor visible

vs hand alone). We hypothesised that, similar to action

execution, FDI MEPs would show greater modulation during

observation of precision grip compared to ADM and ADM

MEPs would show greater modulation during observation of

whole hand grasp compared to precision grip. In addition we

expected that if inputs to M1 from phF5c affect motor reso-

nance, greater changes would be seen when observing an

actor performing grasping actions comparedwith observation

of the hand alone. Alternatively, if observation of the hand

alone results in significant changes in motor resonance, in-

puts from other sub-regions of PMv might be more important.

Observing a whole person in an image of equal size to that of

the hand alone images and videos would invariably result in

the hand being smaller in the whole person visual stimuli,

thus the relative size of the hand is an uncontrolled variable

that could contribute to results in the above experiment. We

therefore carried out a second experiment investigating

whether hand size was important in grasp-specific motor

resonance.
2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Thirty-two healthy subjects participated in the present study

(mean age: 26.5 ± 5.0 years; 19 females). Twenty subjects

participated in Experiment 1 and 15 subjects participated in

Experiment 2, 3 subjects participated in both experiments.

Experiment 1 and 2 were performed several weeks apart,

therefore reducing any possible carry-over effects in the latter

3 subjects. All subjects were right-handed (self-reported via

screening questionnaire), with normal, or corrected to normal

vision and gave informed consent. None of the subjects had a

history of neurological disease. Potential risks of adverse re-

actions to TMSwere evaluated by the TMSAdult Safety Screen

questionnaire (Keel, Smith, & Wassermann, 2001). The
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experimental procedures were approved by the ethics com-

mittee of University College London.

2.2. Experimental setup

Participants were seated comfortably in a chair in a darkened

room in front of a 17-inch computer (1280� 1024 pixels; 60 Hz)

screen located at a distance of 54 cm. Subjects' right hand

rested comfortably on a pillow in front of them in a prone

position and their left hand rested on a computer keyboard. A

chin rest was used to stabilise the head.

2.3. Stimuli

The visual stimuli consisted of videos clips and images of a

right hand (and forearm) and the full view of a person grasping

objectswith the right hand. The stimuli were presented froma

lateral left-sided viewpoint, whereby the inner, radial side of

the hand, arm and bodywere visible to the observer. This view

was used in order to provide the observer with the most

complete view of the body and the object, including kine-

matics of the hand and arm, during the grasping cycle. The

disembodied hand stimuli were derived from the whole body

stimuli by zooming in on the hand and arm. One video cycle

lasted 4.5 sec (frame rate 20/sec), the static images were pre-

sented for the same amount of time (4.5 sec). Presented im-

ages and videos were subtended to a visual angle of

approximately 10� by 10�. During observation of the stimuli

the visual angle of the hand during grasping in the hand alone,

the whole person, and the ‘small’ hand alone (see Experiment

2 below) conditions was 2.76�, 1.06� and 1.06�, respectively.

2.4. Recordings

Digital conversion and timing of the TMS pulses were per-

formed with a micro 1401mk2 unit (Cambridge Electronic

Design, Cambridge, UK) controlled by a customwrittenMatlab

script. Electromyographical (EMG) recordings weremade from

the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) and abductor digiti minimi

(ADM) of the right hand with surface electrodes (AgeAgCl,

10 mm diameter). The EMG signal was amplified 1000�, high-

pass filtered at 3 Hz, sampled at 5 kHz and stored for off-line

analysis (CED 1401 with spike and signal software, Cam-

bridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Eye position was

recorded via an infrared camera (Thomas Recordings, Gies-

sen, Germany), separate X and Y axis signals were sampled at

5 kHz and stored for off-line analysis.

2.5. Transcranial magnetic stimulation

Single-pulse TMS was applied using a Magstim 200 stimulator

(Magstim, Whitland, UK) connected to a standard 9 cm figure-

of-eight coil. The coil was applied tangentially to the scalp

with the handle pointing backwards and laterally with a 45�

angle to the midline. The coil was systematically moved over

the scalp until the optimal hotspot for evoking responses in

both FDI and ADM muscles was found. At the beginning of

each experiment, the resting motor threshold (RMT), defined

as the minimum intensity that induced motor evoked poten-

tials (MEPs) of �50 mV in 5 out of 10 responses (Rossini et al.,
2015; Rothwell et al., 1999), was determined for the FDI mus-

cle (RMT: 41.7 ± 7.3%). The stimulus intensity was set to obtain

motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) at rest of an approximate

amplitude of 1 mV, on average, from the FDI muscle

(117.9 ± 7.6% of RMT).

2.6. Experimental procedure

2.6.1. Experiment 1
The first experiment aimed to determine whether observing

the whole person or the hand alone performing a grasp

differentially modulated MEPs recorded in muscles related to

the task being observed. Here, subjects sat at rest while they

observed a series of videos and static images of a ‘disem-

bodied’ hand alone grasping an apple (whole hand grasp), a

‘disembodied’ hand alone grasping a peanut (precision grip),

whole person grasping an apple (whole hand grasp) andwhole

person grasping a peanut (precision grip; Fig. 1A Experiment

1). A baseline ofMEPswithout visual stimuli was taken prior to

each observation block (15 MEPs for FDI and ADM; Fig. 1B). The

start of each observation block consisted of a red fixation dot

that appeared in the centre of a black screen for 2s (Fig. 1C).

Subsequently, subjects observed the videos and static images.

Six visual conditions were presented in a 2 � 2 � 2 factorial

design: 2 grasps (precision grip vs whole hand grasp) � 2

observation views (hand only vs whole person) � 2 visual

stimuli type (videos vs static images). The videos and images

were randomised; TMS pulses were given with each visual

presentation (5 MEPs per condition; 40 per block; Fig. 1C). After

each image or video an inter-trial-interval (ITI) was presented,

this consisted of a black screen with the red fixation dot

(Fig. 1C). A single block consisted of 40 ITIs, a TMS pulse was

given randomly during 15 of the ITIs. The baseline without

visual stimuli and observation block was repeated 4 times.

The final block was followed by a final baseline without visual

stimuli (15 MEPs; Fig. 1B). Thus, in total an experiment con-

sisted of 75 MEPs without visual stimuli (15� 5 blocks; Fig. 1B),

20 MEP per observation condition (20 � 8 observation condi-

tions: 160 MEPs in total for each muscle) and 60 ITI MEPs

(15 � 4 blocks; Fig. 1B). Whilst attending to the presented vi-

sual stimuli, subjects were asked to continue to fixate the red

dot, which was present throughout the presentation of visual

stimuli.

2.6.2. Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was performed to determine whether the size of

the hand being observed was the contributing factor to the

changes in motor resonance seen in Experiment 1. In this

experiment, the procedure was the same except that subjects

observed a series of videos and static images of a ‘disem-

bodied’ hand alone grasping an apple (whole hand grasp), a

‘disembodied’ hand alone grasping a peanut (precision grip; as

in expt. 1), a small ‘disembodied’ hand alone grasping an

apple (whole hand grasp) and a small ‘disembodied’ hand

alone grasping a peanut (precision grip; Fig. 1A Experiment 2).

Therefore, six visual conditions were presented in a 2 � 2 � 2

factorial design: 2 grasps (precision grip vs whole hand grasp)

� 2 observation views (hand alone vs small hand alone) � 2

visual stimuli type (videos vs static images). In total, an

experiment consisted of 75 MEPs without visual stimuli, 20

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.002
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Fig. 1 e Observed actions and experimental design. A. Observed actions shown in the videos and static images (frame

depicts first contact with the object); hand alone grasping an apple (whole hand grasp), hand alone grasping a peanut

(precision grip), whole person grasping an apple (whole hand grasp) and whole person grasping a peanut (precision grip). B.

Experimental design showing 4 blocks containing a baseline without visual stimuli (15 MEPs evoked during rest periods),

each condition (5 MEPs per condition) and the inter-trial interval (ITI) (15 MEPs evoked during this interval), with a final rest

baseline (15 MEPs). Thus, in total an experiment consisted of 75 rest MEPs, 20 MEP per observation condition (160 in total for

each muscle) and 60 ITI MEPs. C. An ITI preceded the video and image presentations. After a 5 sec delay (or 7 sec if TMS is

given) the video began; the object is presented, followed by reaching to the object, contact of the hand with the object and

grasping and lift off. TMS was given at object contact (2500 msec). The video ended at 4500 msec. The static image was

presented for 4500 msec. TMS was given at 2750 msec (the average between precision grip and whole hand grasp contact).

c o r t e x 8 4 ( 2 0 1 6 ) 4 3e5 446
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Fig. 2 e Without visual stimuli and inter-trial-interval

baseline MEPs. Group data showing the mean FDI (A) and

ADM (B) amplitude of MEPs evoked in the baseline without

visual stimuli (open circles) and inter-trial-interval (ITI)

(closed triangles) periods, across each block. The baseline

without visual stimuli MEPs were recorded just prior to

each block, whilst ITI MEPs were recorded randomly

within each observation block. The abscissa shows the

block number (1, 2, 3, 4). The ordinate shows themeanMEP

amplitude (mV). Note that the ITI MEPs are significantly

larger than MEPs without visual stimuli. Error bars indicate

SE. *p < .05.
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MEP per observation condition (160 in total for each muscle)

and 60 ITI MEPs. Subjects were instructed to fixate on the red

dot throughout.

In both experiments, TMS was triggered at first contact of

the hand with the object (i.e., the apple or peanut; Fig. 1C)

during the videos. Therefore, TMS was triggered at 2.5 sec

from the start of the presentation for whole hand grasp and at

3 sec for precision grip. During the static image presentation,

TMS was triggered at an averaged time of the 2 object contact

times (2.75 sec) after the image was first presented. Each vi-

sual stimulus was preceded by an ITI, which consisted of the

red fixation dot on a black screen (Fig. 1C). If TMSwas triggered

during the ITI the duration of these trials was 7 sec, where

TMS was delivered at 1.5 sec from the beginning of the ITI.

Trials with ITIs in which TMS was not given lasted 4.5 sec. To

maintain the subjects' attention during the presentation, the

fixation dot would dim (i.e., change from bright red to dark

red) randomly in 13% of the trials. Dimming occurred at a

random time between 3.4 and 4.3 sec after the start of the

visual stimuli. Subjects were instructed to press a key on a

keyboard with their left handwhen they observed dimming of

the fixation dot and to relax immediately after the key press.

Dimming trials were never followed by TMS pulses. Addi-

tionally, in half of the subjects for experiment 1, eye position

was monitored to ensure subjects were fixating the red dot

and to ensure visual stimuli were located on the right visual

hemifield.

2.7. Data analysis

The peak-to-peak amplitude of each individual MEP was

measured during the baseline without visual stimuli and each

condition during the observation blocks. MEPs were excluded

from analysis if they were preceded by a background mean

rectified EMG activity greater than the resting baseline

meanþ 2SD [Expt. 1: 1.88 ± 1.10% (mean ± standard deviation)

of trials; Expt. 2: .74 ± .73% of trials]. In addition, in order to

ensure MEPs included in the analysis were recorded during

full alertness we excluded MEPs that were less than 50 mV

[Expt. 1: 1.01 ± 1.71% of trials; Expt. 2: 1.87 ± 2.21% of trials

(Catmur, Mars, Rushworth, & Heyes, 2011)]. We also excluded

MEPs that we considered to be extreme outliers, therefore

MEPs greater than the mean þ 3SD were excluded [Expt. 1:

1.70 ± 1.73% of trials; Expt. 2: 3.79 ± 1.27% of trials (Alaerts,

Senot, et al., 2010; Alaerts, Swinnen, & Wenderoth, 2010)].

Blocks were removed if subjects made 3 or more errors on the

attentional tasks (i.e., they failed to make a key press on a

dimming trial).

For experiment 1, a repeated-measures 4 factor ANOVA

(combining the 3 stimulus factors and the muscle factor) was

performed to determine the effect of view (hand alone

vswhole person), visual stimuli (videos vs static images), grasp

(precision grip vs whole hand grasp) and muscle (FDI vs ADM)

on normalised MEP amplitude. Bonferroni-corrected t-tests

were used for post-hoc analysis of significant interactions

where appropriate. For experiment 2, a repeated-measures 4

factor ANOVA was performed to determine the effect of hand

size (hand vs small hand), visual stimuli (videos vs static im-

ages), grasp (precision grip vs whole hand grasp) and muscle

(FDI vs ADM) on normalised MEP amplitude. Bonferroni-
corrected t-tests were used for post-hoc analysis of signifi-

cant interactions where appropriate. For both experiments, 2-

factor repeated-measures ANOVAs were also performed to

test the effect of grasp (precision grip vs whole hand grasp)

and muscle (FDI vs ADM) on MEP amplitude for different

conditions. The paired t-test statistic was used to analyse the

MEP amplitude during rest and ITI baselines and FDI and ADM

MEP amplitude across grasp (precision grip vs whole hand

grasp).
3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1

Corticospinal output was investigated via single pulse TMS

over the M1 hand representation at rest during the observa-

tion of static images and videos of different grasping actions.

Fig. 2 shows the group mean baseline MEP amplitudes in the

FDI and ADM without visual stimuli prior to and during each

action observation block (ITI). Note howMEPs recorded during

the ITI were larger across all blocks than MEPs recorded while

subjects were resting and not attending to any visual stim-

ulus. Indeed, the averaged ITI baseline MEP was significantly

larger than without visual stimuli in both the FDI [ITI:

1.50 ± .11 mV (mean ± standard error), rest: 1.18 ± .07 mV;

t(19) ¼ �3.83, p¼ .001] and ADMmuscles [ITI: .68 ± .06 mV, rest:

.54 ± .04 mV; t(19) ¼ �3.23, p ¼ .004]. Importantly, this suggests

a general and non-specific task arousal effect on corticospinal

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.002
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Table 1 e Experiment 1: Repeated-measures ANOVA
results.

F
values

p
values

Partial
ƞ2

Main effects

Visual stimuli .42 p ¼ .525 .022

View .04 p ¼ .848 .002

Grasp 2.24 p ¼ .151 .105

Muscle .67 p ¼ .423 .034

Interactions

Visual stimuli � View .31 p ¼ .587 .016

Visual stimuli � Grasp .04 p ¼ .841 .002

View � Grasp .11 p ¼ .754 .006

Visual stimuli � Muscle .23 p ¼ .636 .012

View � Muscle .27 p ¼ .608 .012

Grasp � Muscle 1.28 p ¼ .272 .063

Triple interactions

Visual stimuli � View � Grasp 1.15 p ¼ .297 .057

Visual stimuli � View � Muscle .00 p ¼ .991 .000

Visual stimuli £ Grasp £ Muscle 9.67 p ¼ .006 .338

View £ Grasp £ Muscle 5.41 p ¼ .031 .222

Quadruple interaction

Visual

stimuli � View � Grasp � Muscle

.15 p ¼ .707 .008

Degrees of Freedom ¼ 1, 19.

Significant statistics values (p < 0.05) are represented in bold.
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excitability. Consequently, to reveal the net action observa-

tion effect on MEP amplitude, we normalised the amplitude of

MEPs recorded during the observation conditions to those

recorded during the ITI (Fig. 3A, B). We also normalised the

amplitude of these MEPs to those recorded without visual

stimuli (Fig. 3C, D).

A four-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was used to test

whether the observation conditions of view, visual stimuli,

grasp type and muscle differentially affected MEP size. The

results of the main ANOVA and the partial eta squared for

each statistic are presented in Table 1. The ANOVA yielded

two significant 3-way interactions, these are described in the

following section.

Fig. 3 shows the normalised FDI and ADM MEPs during

observation of videos (Fig. 3A, C) and static images (Fig. 3B, D)

for precision grip and whole hand grasp. MEPs were normal-

ised to the ITI baseline (Fig. 3A, B, top) and to the baseline

without visual stimuli taken before each observation block

(Fig. 3C, D, bottom). Overall, both FDI and ADM MEP ampli-

tudes during action observation were decreased compared

with ITI MEP amplitude (below 1, p < .022; Fig. 3A, B).

Conversely, when compared with the baseline without visual

stimuli, MEP amplitude was larger during observation trials,

showing an overall facilitation of the MEP (above 1, p < .022;

Fig. 3C, D). Note that grasp�muscle-specific effects were only

present during observation of videos. Specifically, the main
Fig. 3 e Without visual stimuli and ITI Normalised MEPs during observation of videos and static images. Group data

showing the mean FDI (closed circles) and ADM (open circles) MEP size during observation of precision grip and whole hand

graspwhen subjects viewed videos (A, C), or static images (B, D) of precision grip andwhole hand grasp. The abscissa shows

the type of grasp observed (precision grip: PG, whole hand grasp:WHG). The ordinate showsMEP size expressed as a ratio of

the MEP recorded during ITI (A, B) or trials without visual stimuli (C, D), where a value of 1 indicates that the baseline and

observation MEPs were of equal amplitude. Note that when normalised to ITI trials, MEPs are suppressed compared with

baseline ITI MEPs, whereas when normalised to trials without visual stimuli MEPs are facilitated. Error bars indicate SE.

*p < .05.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.002
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ANOVA revealed a significant triple interaction between vi-

sual stimuli, grasp and muscle [ITI normalised: F(1,19) ¼ 9.69,

p ¼ .006, Fig. 3A, B; without visual stimuli normalised:

F(1,19) ¼ 8.64, p ¼ .008, Fig. 3C, D]. Post-hoc analysis revealed

that this interaction was driven by FDI MEPs being signifi-

cantly larger during observation of precision grip videos

compared to images (ITI: p ¼ .004; without visual stimuli:

p ¼ .042) and videos of precision grip compared to whole hand

grasp (ITI: p¼ .010without visual stimuli: p¼ .040). In addition,

FDI MEPs were larger than ADM MEPs when observing preci-

sion grip videos (ITI: p ¼ .005; without visual stimuli: p ¼ .038).

In order to specifically test grasp � muscle interactions we

performed further repeated-measures ANOVAs, they revealed

a significant double interaction between grasp and muscle

during observation of videos [ITI normalised: F(1,19) ¼ 10.48,

p ¼ .004, Fig. 3A; without visual stimuli normalised:

F(1,19) ¼ 8.80, p ¼ .008, Fig. 3C], but not static images [ITI nor-

malised: F(1,19) ¼ 3.02, p ¼ .099; Fig. 3B; without visual stimuli

normalised: F(1,19) ¼ 3.21, p ¼ .089, Fig. 3D]. Thus, the obser-

vation of videos of actions rather than static images is critical

for grasp/muscle-specific changes in MEP size.

Fig. 4 shows FDI and ADM MEPs (normalised to ITI) during

observation of only the hand or the whole person during pre-

cision grip and whole hand grasp. Note that only during obser-

vation of the hand alone were grasp � muscle-specific effects

present. During whole actor observation, while FDI MEPs were

similaracrossconditions,ADMMEPsshowedareversedpattern

effect. ThemainANOVArevealeda significant triple interaction

between view, grasp and muscle [ITI normalised: F(1,19) ¼ 5.41,

p ¼ .031, Fig. 4A, B]. Post-hoc analysis revealed that this inter-

action was driven by a trend for FDI MEPs to be significantly

larger when observing the hand perform precision grip

comparedtoawholehandgrasp (p¼ .062),whilst FDIMEPswere

also significantly larger than ADM MEPs during observation of

the hand perform precision grips (p ¼ .047). Importantly, the

observationof thehandalone [F(1,19)¼ 4.94, p¼ .039; Fig. 4A], but

not the person [F(1,19) ¼ .40, p ¼ .534; Fig. 4B], resulted in a

grasp � muscle interaction. These results show that observa-

tion of the hand alone was important in revealing grasp/

muscle-specific changes in MEP size, changes that were ab-

sent when the whole person was observed.
Fig. 4 e ITI normalised MEPs during observation of hand alone a

circles) and ADM (open circles) MEP size during observation whe

across videos and images). The abscissa shows the type of grasp

ordinate shows MEP size expressed as a ratio of the MEP record

during the ITI and observation conditions were of equal amplitu

person videos, a significant grasp £ muscle interaction is prese
To specifically address the question of whether view (per-

son vs hand alone) is important for grasp specific changes in

motor resonance during the observation of video actions we

performed a 2 factor (grasp, muscle) repeated-measures

ANOVAs on the video condition separately. Fig. 5 shows nor-

malised (ITI) FDI and ADMMEPs during observation of only the

hand or the whole person during precision grip and whole

hand grasp videos. Note that there was a crossed pattern of

effect when observing the hand alone, whereby FDI MEPs were

larger during precision grip compared with during whole hand

grasp, while ADM MEPs were larger during whole hand grasp

compared with precision grip. Indeed, when the person and

hand conditions were separated a significant grasp � muscle

interaction was found for observation of the hand alone

[F(1,19) ¼ 20.96, p < .001; Fig. 5A], but not the whole person

[F(1,19) ¼ 2.23, p ¼ .151; Fig. 5B]. In line with the main ANOVA

post-hoc test, the grasp � muscle interaction during observa-

tion of thehand is drivenmainly by FDIMEPs, as FDIMEPswere

significantly different across grasp [t(19) ¼ 2.25, p ¼ .036],

whereas ADM MEPs were not [t(23) ¼ �1.58, p ¼ .131]. Overall,

these findings show that the observation of hand alone videos

mediates differential changes in corticospinal excitability of

muscles that are specific to the type of grasping being

observed.

3.2. Experiment 2

In the light of these findings, we were aware that the size of

the hand in the whole person visual stimuli was less than half

that of the hand in the hand alone visual stimuli (visual angle:

1.06� vs 2.76�, respectively). Since observing the kinematics of

the grasp is important for motor resonance, it could be

hypothesised that a lack of grasp-specific motor resonance

seen for the whole person visual stimuli was due to the small

size of the hand being observed (i.e., poor visibility of the

hand). Therefore, we tested whether hand size was a con-

founding variable in our results for experiment 1. Here, the

whole person videos and images were replaced by videos and

images of the hand alone with the same visual angle (1.06�),
these were compared to the previous hand alone visual

stimuli (visual angle: 2.76�).
nd whole person. Group data showing the mean FDI (closed

n viewing only the hand (A) or the whole person (B; collapse

observed (precision grip: PG, whole hand grasp: WHG). The

ed during ITI trials, where a value of 1 indicates that MEPs

de. Note that during the hand alone videos, but not whole

nt. Error bars indicate SE. *p < .05.
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Fig. 5 e ITI normalised MEPs during observation of hand and person videos. Group data showing the mean FDI (closed

circles) and ADM (open circles) MEP size during observation of videos when viewing only the hand (A) or the person (B). The

abscissa shows the type of grasp observed (precision grip: PG, whole hand grasp: WHG). The ordinate shows MEP size

expressed as a ratio of the MEP recorded during ITI trials, where a value of 1 indicates that MEPs during the ITI and

observation conditions were of equal amplitude. Note that during the hand videos, but not person videos, a significant

grasp £ muscle interaction is present. Error bars indicate SE. *p < .05.
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A four-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was used to test

whether the conditions of hand size, visual stimuli, grasp type

and muscle differentially affected MEP size. The results of the

main ANOVA and the partial eta squared for each statistic are

presented in Table 2. The ANOVA yielded a trend for a sig-

nificant grasp � muscle interaction [F(1,14) ¼ 4.43, p ¼ .054]. A

significant visual stimuli � muscle interaction [F(1,14) ¼ 4.93,

p ¼ .043], where post-hoc analysis reveals that FDI MEPs were

larger during observation of the standard hand compared to

the small hand (p ¼ .042). Finally, a significant triple interac-

tion between visual stimuli, grasp and muscle [F(1,14) ¼ 6.82,

p ¼ .021] on MEP size. Post-hoc analysis revealed that this

interaction was driven by FDI MEPs being significantly larger

when observing the standard hand perform precision grip

compared to the small hand (p ¼ .028) and during observation
Table 2 e Experiment 2: Repeated-measures ANOVA
results.

F
values

p
values

Partial
ƞ2

Main effects

Visual stimuli 1.42 p ¼ .253 .092

Size .27 p ¼ .613 .019

Grasp .21 p ¼ .652 .015

Muscle .17 p ¼ .685 .012

Interactions

Visual stimuli � Size .34 p ¼ .517 .030

Visual stimuli � Grasp .43 p ¼ .521 .030

Size � Grasp 1.65 p ¼ .220 .105

Visual stimuli £ Muscle 4.93 p ¼ .043 .260

Size � Muscle .88 p ¼ .364 .059

Grasp £ Muscle 4.43 p ¼ .054 .240

Triple interactions

Visual stimuli � Size � Grasp .28 p ¼ .605 .020

Visual stimuli � Size � Muscle .42 p ¼ .527 .029

Visual stimuli £ Grasp £ Muscle 6.82 p ¼ .021 .327

Size £ Grasp £ Muscle .01 p ¼ .970 .000

Quadruple interaction

Visual

stimuli � Size � Grasp � Muscle

.44 p ¼ .517 .031

Degrees of Freedom ¼ 1, 14.

Significant statistics values (p < 0.05) are represented in bold.
of the standard hand performing a precision grip FDI MEPs

were significantly larger than ADMMEPs (p ¼ .048). There was

a trend for FDI MEPs during observation of the standard hand

to be larger when the actor performed a precision grip

compared to a whole hand grasp, but this did not quite reach

significance (p ¼ .075). These results reinforce the findings

from experiment 1 and show again that observing videos of

the grasps is crucial for grasp-muscle specific motor reso-

nance. Importantly, we did not find a significant interaction

between hand size, grasp and muscle [F(1,14) ¼ .01, p ¼ .970],

suggesting that hand size is unlikely to contribute to grasp-

specific motor resonance. We investigated this further by

analysing the effect of observing the standard size hand and

small hand during precision grip and whole hand grasp on

MEP size in the videos alone. Fig. 6 shows the normalised (ITI)

FDI and ADM MEPs during observation of the standard and

small hand alone during precision grip and whole hand grasp

videos. Note that there is a crossed pattern effect for both the

standard hand and the small hand. Indeed, a significant

interaction was found between grasp and muscle for the

standard hand [F(1,14) ¼ 6.76, p ¼ .021; Fig. 6A] and the small

hand condition [F(1,14) ¼ 4.81, p ¼ .046; Fig. 6B]. Overall, this

data reveals that grasp-muscle specific modulation of the

corticospinal output when observing different grasping ac-

tions is not dependent on the size of the hand being observed.
4. Discussion

This is the first study to report that changes in M1 cortico-

spinal excitability underlying grasp-specific ‘motor reso-

nance’ can be affected by the visibility of the observed grasp.

FDI and ADMmuscle responses were differentially modulated

depending on the type of dynamic grasp being observed (i.e.,

precision grip vswhole hand grasp) when subjects viewed the

hand only, but not the person. Thus, grasp-specificity of MEP

amplitude was sensitive to the kinematic information avail-

able in the videos, since the visibility of the actor altered the

interaction pattern of motor resonance. Our control experi-

ment further reveals that this effect was unlikely to be due to

the size of the hand being observed. Interestingly, we show

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.002
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Fig. 6 e ITI normalised MEPs during observation of hand alone and small hand alone videos. Group data showing the mean

FDI (closed circles) and ADM (open circles) MEP size during observation of videos when viewing only the hand (A) or the

person (B). The abscissa shows the type of grasp observed (precision grip: PG, whole hand grasp: WHG). The ordinate shows

MEP size expressed as a ratio of the MEP recorded during ITI trials, where a value of 1 indicates that MEPs during the ITI and

observation conditions were of equal amplitude. Note that during observation both the hand and small hand alone videos a

significant grasp £ muscle interaction is present. Error bars indicate SE. *p < .05.
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that this grasp-specific motor resonance is modulated by dy-

namic aspects of actions since videos, but not static images,

led to a distinct interaction grasp � muscle interaction. A

fourth important finding is that a large part of the motor

resonance effects are not task-specific. This is evident when

we remove the arousal effect from the global motor reso-

nance. Specifically, we have found that baseline MEPs recor-

ded within the observation block (ITI) were significantly larger

than those recorded during periods without visual stimuli.

Using the ITI baseline to normalise MEPs recorded during ac-

tion observation revealed that grasp-specific modulation of

corticospinal excitability occurred in the inhibition rather

than in the facilitation domain. This is an important finding as

it seems action observation mimics mechanisms of surround

inhibition seen during actual action preparation and execu-

tion (Kassavetis et al., 2014; Sohn & Hallett, 2004), hence

further strengthening the link between neural processes un-

derlying action observation and execution.

Grasp-specific muscle activation has been found when an

individual executes a grasping movement (Cattaneo et al.,

2005; Davare et al., 2009; Prabhu et al., 2007). For example,

this can be seen when subjects are presented with two

different objects, a pen or a disc, which they have to lift with a

precision grip or whole hand grasp, respectively. Execution of

precision grip requires more activity in the FDI muscle than

for the whole-hand grasp. Conversely, there is more ADM

muscle activity for a whole hand grasp than a precision grip

(Cattaneo et al., 2005; Davare et al., 2009; Prabhu et al., 2007).

This pattern is expected because FDI is a prime mover in

precision grip, whereas the ADM abducts the little finger

during the opening of the hand for whole-hand grasp. The

present study shows that observing a hand (alone) performing

a precision grip or whole hand grasp has a similar differential

effect on corticospinal excitability. This may suggest a com-

mon neuralmechanismunderlying both action execution and

action observation. In line with this, studies have shown that

changes in corticospinal excitability during observation of

specific hand movements are similar to changes in EMG pat-

terns during execution of the samemovement (Alaerts, Senot,

et al., 2010; Fadiga et al., 1995;Mc Cabe et al., 2015; Urgesi et al.,

2006). Previous action observation studies have shown
changes in corticospinal excitability in muscles specific to the

task being observed (Catmur et al., 2007; Cavallo et al., 2012;

Mc Cabe et al., 2015; Strafella & Paus, 2000). Specifically,

Sartori, Bucchioni, and Castiello (2012) showed that FDI MEPs

were larger whilst subjects observed a precision grip

compared to whole hand grasp and ADM MEPs were larger

during observation of whole hand grasp compared to preci-

sion grip. Since the authors analysed the muscles indepen-

dently it is unknown if these effects were powerful enough to

produce a significant grasp-muscle interaction.

It could be argued that motor resonance during action

observation is similar to motor imagery, as corticospinal

excitability also increases during mental rehearsal of an ac-

tion (Fadiga et al., 1999). Indeed, Clark, Tremblay, and Ste-

Marie (2004) showed that hand muscle MEPs were equally

increased during observation and imagery of a simple hand

action. However, action observation (Sartori et al., 2012), grasp

execution and preparation all show grasp specificity, whereas

motor imagery does not (Cattaneo et al., 2005) and therefore

may not use the same neural network as action observation.

Interestingly, in our study, although the observer watching

the whole person videos could see which of the two grasps

was being performed, this did not result in any significant

grasp-specificity of MEPs. The results confirm our prediction

that stimuli driving F5c or other regions of PMv influence

motor resonance differently. Area F5c responds only to the

observation of an acting person but other regions of PMv

respond to both observation of a hand alone and the whole

person (Ferri et al., 2015). Thus, when we probed CSE during

observation of ‘hand alone’ movements, it seems likely that

salient effects on M1 CSE came mainly from F5a and other

regions of PMv. However, when probing CSE during observa-

tion of ‘whole person’ movements, signals from both F5c and

other regions of PMv interacted within M1 and biassed CSE in

a way that abolished grasp-specific effects. It is important to

highlight that CSE represents the endpoint measure of a

complex circuit which is sensitive to inputs from PMv and

other areas. It is probable that these inputs directly influence

discharge in corticospinal neurons, since, at least in the

monkey, these neurons can show mirror-like properties

(Vigneswaran, Philipp, Lemon, & Kraskov, 2013). In this

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.002
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respect, the resonance during static image presentation may

result from the effects of canonical neurons present in F5.

It must be noted that it is possible these results could be

due other confounding variables. For instance, it is possible

that the abolition of the grasp � muscle interaction is due to

predominance in attending to the moving body, head and

eyes. Since seeing a face looking at an object can cause rapid

spontaneous shifts in spatial attention towards the same ob-

ject (Langton, O'Donnell, Riby,& Ballantyne, 2006), attention or

even overt gaze shifting between the body and the object

could diminish these interactions. However, in the current

experiment subjectswere instructed tomaintain their gaze on

the red dot in the centre of the screen whilst observing the

actions and attention to the fixation dot was maintained by

the dimming task. Additionally, the size of the images and

videos were as such that the observer could attend to the

whole person without attention or gaze shifts, therefore it is

less likely that attention or gaze shifts influenced our results.

It could be argued that the findings from experiment 1,

rather than demonstrating specific inputs from PMv, could be

a result of the visibility of the grasp since the hand is larger in

the hand alone visual stimuli. Thus, if the system is unable to

match grasp action observation with execution then motor

resonance may be reduced. However, previous evidence

shows that hand size does not prevent subject's grasp

perception, indeed psychophysical discrimination experi-

ments show subjects can distinguish types of grasp within

this range (Orban & Platonov, 2015). To further these results

experiment 2 now shows that grasp-specific motor resonance

is present irrespective of the size of the hand being observed.

We note that the pattern of the effect is similar when

comparing the whole person videos with the small hand

videos. Nonetheless, this does not negate the fact that the

greater variability within the whole person videos (possibly

due to a noisier output from all PMv subsectors) lead to a non-

significant grasp-muscle interaction. Thus, the lack of grasp-

specific motor resonance whilst observing a whole person is

less likely to be due to the relative size of hand.

Overall motor resonance was less evident in the ADM

muscle than in FDI in subjects observing the hand alone and

whole person (Expt. 1) or small hand alone (Expt. 2). Notably,

the ADM motor resonance was similar when observing the

whole person and small hand alone, although less variable in

the latter condition. This might be because the ulnar side of

the hand was obscured in the lateral views of the grasps that

were presented, particularly in those views in which the hand

was smaller. This could suggest that even though action

observation relies on similarmechanisms to action execution,

continuous online inputs about kinematics are important to

mediate motor resonance. Indeed, evidence from monkey

studies shows that neuronal responses evoked by performed

actions are dependent on the viewpoint of the observing

monkey (Caggiano, Fogassi, Rizzolatti, Thier, & Casile, 2009).

In humans, studies have demonstrated that the view of the

hand when observing actions can be important in motor

resonance (Alaerts, Heremans, Swinnen, & Wenderoth, 2009;

Maeda, Kleiner-Fisman, & Pascual-Leone, 2002; Sartori et al.,

2012; Urgesi et al., 2006). Specifically, Sartori et al. (2012)

revealed stronger motor resonance in the ADM than FDI in

which subjects viewed grasps from a frontal view. While the
FDI action is more clearly visible than the ADM action in the

lateral view as in the current experiment, the opposite is true

for the frontal view.

As in previous imaging studies (Ferri et al., 2015; Gazzola

et al., 2007; Jastorff, Begliomini, Fabbri-Destro, Rizzolatti, &

Orban, 2010), it is important to differentiate motor resonance

effects following observation of videos from those following

observation of static pictures. The motor resonance we found

during viewing of dynamic actions was clearly decreased

when observing static pictures. Similarly, revealed greater

motor resonance during precision grip action observation

compared with its static image counterpart. However,

Loporto, McAllister, Edwards, Wright, and Holmes (2012) pre-

sented only a single action pinching a big ball in lateral view

and hence were unable to document the absence of

muscleegrasp interaction for static images. These differential

motor resonance and MR activation patterns of action videos

and static frames are consistent with a recent psychophysical

study (Orban & Platonov, 2015) indicating that discrimination

thresholds are much lower for action videos than static

frames.

A final point is that grasp-specific motor resonance does

not modulate CSE in the facilitation domain, but rather in the

inhibition domain. This is evident when we subtract the

general effect of task arousal to reveal the net action obser-

vation effect which is suppressed compared with baseline. In

addition, a similar mechanism has been found during action

execution, called surround inhibition, in which muscles that

are not involved in the movement will be suppressed

(Kassavetis et al., 2014; Sohn & Hallett, 2004). Indeed, many

pyramidal tract “mirror” neurons within F5 have demon-

strated a complete suppression of discharge during action

observation (Kraskov, Dancause, Quallo, Shepherd, & Lemon,

2009). But more importantly, Vigneswaran et al. (2013) later

found that some corticospinal mirror neurons identified

withinM1 could also be suppressed during action observation.

This effect could be part of the same mechanism as the one

described above, i.e., suppression of unwantedmuscle activity

during observation, which may be the rule rather than the

exception.
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we show grasp-specific modulation of cortico-

spinal excitability when the observer views a video of a hand

performing an action, which is abolished when the actor is

fully visible or when viewing static images taken from the

videos. Although we cannot completely exclude other effects

on CSE that might be produced by viewing videos of the

complete actor, the most likely explanation of our results is

that such stimuli, driving F5c (Ferri et al. 2015), influence

motor resonance differently from other subdivisions of F5.

This result underlines the importance of the kinematics of the

observed action and indicates significant suppressive rather

than facilitatory effects. We would also like to emphasise the

importance of baseline choice when analysing TMS data. For

instance, it would be misleading to use terms such “motor

facilitation” when referring to action observation motor

resonance, as this can entirely depend on the baseline used.
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